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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following known result.1 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit element and let A = 11 aij 11 be an n 
by n matrix over R. Then the homogeneous system 
c ol,jxj = 0 
has a nontrivial solution in R ;f and only ;f  det (oij) is a zero-divisor. 
The standard proof is a tedious calculation with minors (see for example 
Bourbaki [I], Exercise 2, p. 97; or McCoy [.5j, Chap. 8, pp. 158ff). The 
easy half of the assertion, that the determinant condition is necessary, is the 
content of Bourbaki [I], Prop. 6.6, p- 88. 
Our present purpose is to give an invariant version of this result with a 
proof free of determinants and their minors. This allows a certain degree of 
generalization of the result, however for the moment we shall note that the 
result stated will be proved as a consequence of the following. 
Let A and B be free R-modules and suppose 
B’ 4 l A 
is injective. Then for each p, 
is also injective. 
A 
* This research was done while the author was on sabbatical leave from Purdue 
University and was supported in part by a National Science Foundation grant. 
Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States 
Government. 
r In one of his lectures at Queen Mary College on commutative algebra, Professor 
I. Kaplansky brought this to the author’s attention. The author expresses his gratitude 
to Professor Kaplansky for this and for subsequent discussions. 
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Bourbaki [I] offers two results in this direction: Proposition 5.7, p. 68, 
is the assertion provided A = B @ C. Exercise 7, p. 74, says for any modules 
B and C, if A = B @ C, then 
which includes the fact that Ar’ B -+ Ar A is injective. See Theorem 3 below. 
In the final section we discuss the situation B >--+ A where B is a free 
module but A is not. We show among more detailed results that @* A # 0 
in this situation if B # 0. 
Rema& The symbol >-+ (resp. -) will always denote an injective 
(resp. surjective) mapping. 
2. TENSOR PRODUCTS 
We shall assume known the standard results about tensor products and 
exterior powers. In this section we review a few particular points which we 
need later, referring to Bourbaki ([I]; [2], Section 3; [3], pp. 22ff.) for a com- 
plete treatment. 
The coefficient ring R will always be a commutative ring with unit element. 
We note the following result. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an R-module and B a submodule. For fixed p let 
t E @Q’ B and suppose t = 0 in @P A. Then there is a submodule C between B 
and A, i.e., B< C < A, such that t = 0 in @P C and C/B is finitely generated. 
This is an application of Prop. 1.8, p. 12 of Bourbaki [I]. There is an 
obvious analogue for exterior powers /\P A. We shall use the result several 
times to reduce to finitely generated modules. 
Next we consider the following known situation: 
are short exact sequences. Then the naturally induced surjection 
A@~z:404---- Cl 0 c, 
has kernel 
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This is Prop. 3.6, p. 88, Bourbaki [2]. If A, and A, are free, this result can 
be given an explicit form which we now state; the proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be modules given by generators and relations, 
A=CRuj, resp., B = c Rv, , 
with relations 
C oL#j = 0, resp., C &V~ = 0. 
Then a set of generators and relations for A @ B is given by 
A@B=xRwjl, 
c %3W3r = 0, ~BklW3Z = 0. 
Lemma 2 and the remark preceding it may be extended from two to 
several modules in an obvious way. 
3. EXTERIOR POWERS 
We fix the module A and the positive integer p. A model for the exterior 
power /\” A is the quotient module 
where N = N, is the submodule of @‘A generated by all pure tensors 
Ul 0 *.a @ u, with a pair of equal factors. This is discussed in detail in 
Bourbaki ([I], Section 5, pp. 53-761 which we assume known in what follows. 
The symmetric group 9, acts on @‘A according to 
u-yu10 *** 0 u,) = 1(,(l) 6 -** 0 U,(,) . 
A fact we shall need later is that for each u E YD and each t E 8” A we have 
at 3 cot (mod Y, 
where l 0 denotes the sign of a. 
The group algebra Z[YJ acts on 89 A. For our purposes its most impor- 
tant element is the antisymmetrization operator 
a = a9 = c F&J. 
A basic relationship is this: 
N < Ker a. 
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We are particularly interested in those modules for which N = Ker a. 
DEFINITION. The module A is regularly p-alternate if 
IV, = Ker a, 
on 0” A. The module A is regularly alternate if it is regularly p-alternate 
forallp> 1. 
We shall postpone until later discussion of when modules have these 
properties. For the moment we simply note that each free module is regular 
alternate (Bourbaki [I], Theorem 5.1, p. 62.) 
4. THE PRINCIPAL RESULT 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be free modules and let 
B’ 4 ‘A 
be an injection. Then for each p the induced map I$, = A” + is also an injection. 
Proof. Because B, resp. A, is free we have injections 
BOB>~AOB, resp., A@B> 
LO4 
*AC34 
hence an injection 
By repeating this argument one arrives at an injection 
By very definition of the antisymmetrization operator one has a commutative 
diagram 
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In other words we may identify @‘B with a submodule of @Q A. Then the 
antisymmetrization operator aA on @‘A is reduced by this submodule and 
its restriction to this submodule is precisely the antisymmetrization operator 
aB on @p B. It follows that 
Ker aa = (Ker aA) n ($ B, 
which implies that the induced mapping 
Q 
[@ B]/Ker aB - [& A]/Ker aA 
is injective. Since the modules A and B are free, hence regular alternate, 
we have the injection 
as required. 
COROLLARY 1. ht O,,..., v,,, be linearly independent elements in the free 
module A. Then the exterior products 
are linearly independent in k A. 
Proof. Let B be the free submodule of A generated by or ,..., v,,, . The 
exterior products in question form a basis of the free module k B, hence 
are linearly independent in /\” A by the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. Let w1 ,..., v, be elements of the free module A. Then 
v1 ,..., V~ are linearly independent if and only if v1 h *a* h vm is linearly inde- 
pendent in A” A. 
Proof. If vi ,..., a, are linearly independent, then by Corollary 1, 
VI A -** A V,,, is linearly independent in A” A. If el, ,..., er, are linearly 
dependent we have 
ol1q + -*- + ol,er, = 0, 
where some 01~ # 0, say am # 0. Then 
am(O1 A *** A ?I,,,) = (VI A . ..AW~-l)A(~~W~+“‘+~~Wm)=O. 
hence vi A --- A v, is linearly dependent. 
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Remark 1. The Corollary 2 is precisely Exercise 2, p. 97 of Bourbaki [I], 
to which we previously referred. It is easy to see that Corollary 2 implies 
Theorem 1. Indeed, let e, , e2 ,..., e, be a basis of B and suppose for some p, 
1 < p < m, the exterior products eil A *-- A ei, are linearly dependent in A, 
Caril...i,ei,h...Aeip=O (iI<i2<**-<iD). 
If we suppose, say 01 = 01is..., # 0, then we exterior multiply by 
%+1 A -*- he, to get 
aYe1 A”’ Aem = 0. 
Now Corollary 2 applies. 
Remark 2. A rather simple application of Corollary 2 is the following. 
Let A and B be free of rank n and let 
be an epi~phism. Then 4 is an tiomorphism. 
The result is obvious when n = 1. But /\” + is an epimorphism of k B 
onto h A, both free of rank one. Hence k$ is an isomorphism which 
implies that 4 is also. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 11 cq, 11 be an n x n matrix over R. Then the system 
C arijXj = 0 
has a nontrivial solution in R ;f and only if det (au) is a divisor of zero. 
Proof. The columns 
D1 = Q , e)2 = (7)) *-*, er, = (?J 
lie in the free module A = Rn. The result follows by an application of 
Corollary 2. 
Remark. A consequence of Corollary 3 which is worth noting is the 
following. 
Let A be a module with n generators and let B be a free submodule of rank n. 
Then A is free. 
Proof. Let e, ,..., e,, be a basis of B and u1 ,..., u,, generators of A so that 
ei = C e+jui . Write this e = au where 
e=(T), u=(Y), a=ll4jll. 
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If 6 = det a is a zero-divisor then there exists 5 = (tl ,..., 4,) # 0 such that 
Sa = 0, hence Se = 0, impossible. Hence 8 is not a zero-divisor. We have 
(cof a) e = Su, hence if Qr = 0 we have 
5 (cof a) e = 0, P (cof a) = 0, p (cof a) a = 0, gs = 0. 
Since 6 is not a zero-divisor this implies 5 = 0. We conclude that u, ,..., u,, 
are linearly independent, A is free. 
By the same procedure used in the proof of Corollary 3 one obtains the 
more general result. (See McCoy [.?I, Chapt. 8 and Bourbaki [I], Exercise 3, 
p. 97). 
COROLLARY 4. Let 11 utr 11 be an m x n matrix over R. Then the homogeneous 
system 
i %% = 0 (i = l,..., m) 
j=l 
has a nontrivial solution in R if and only if eitb n > m or n < m and there is 
a nonzero element of R whose product with each n x n minor of the matrix 
vanishes. 
Remark. We noted above that Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 are equivalent. 
It is evident that Corollary 4 has the same force as either of these two results, 
But Corollary 3 does not seem to be as strong. In other words while by adding 
rows to the matrix one can deduce the theory of n homogeneous equations in 
more than n unknowns from that of n unknowns, one cannot seem to deduce 
from this the theory with less unknowns than equations. 
COROLLARY 5. If B is a free submodule of the free module A, then 
dfRm B < dim A. 
Proof. This follows directly from the theorem because if n = dim A, 
then p A = 0. (The result is true for infinite-dimensional free modules 
by an entirely different argument, which we omit. Note however that this 
proof works with only the assumption that dim A is finite.) 
The following result serves to show the power of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be R-modules and 4 a homomorphism 




is injective if and only if the following condition ti satisfied. Each alternating 
p-linear mapping on xp B into an arbitrary injective module Q can be factored 
through xp A : 







In other words, iff is an alternating p-linear map on X9 B to Q then there is an 
alternating p-linear mapping g on Xp A to Q which makes the diagram commu- 
tative. 
Proof. We recall that the commutative diagram 
establishes a one-one correspondence between alternating p-linear maps g 
and linear maps g’. 
If 
then each linear map f' on /\” B to Q can be factored through a linear map g’ 
on /\” A by the definition of an injective module: 
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Passing back to the Cartesian products gives us half of the result. Conversely, 
suppose each f on Xp B can be factored through X9 A. This says that in the 
diagram 
we can always find g’ given f ‘. Since an injective f’ exists, the top row must 
be itself injective. 
Remark I. In attempting to prolong an alternating multilinear functional 
from a submodule B to the whole module A one naturally tries to do it by 
adjoining one element at a time to B. The kind of difficulties this approach 
leads to is shown by the following result. Let A = B + Rx and let 
4 : B x B -+ Q be an altunating bilinear functional on B to an injective module 
Q. Let I = {r E R : TX E B}. Then + may be prolonged to A X A if and only if 
Wh@lt?Vt?Y 
$ ribi = sx (yi , s E I, bi E B), 
then 
i $(bt , rIx) = 0. 
1 
The condition is evidently necessary; briefly to prove it sufficient, first 
define 01 : IB + IX + Q by a(C ribi + sx) = C +(b, , Y~x), then prolong 
this to h : B + Q. Finally define 
4(h + ~1x7 b, + rz-4 = db, 9 b,) + rdX(bd - rJ(bz) 
foranyb,,b,EB,r,,r,ER. 
Remark 2. In the course of investigating the possibility of prolonging 
a multilinear functional we were led to this question. How does one prove in 
categorical manner that projectives are flat, i.e., without falling back on the 
fact that projectives are direct summands of free modules? Here is a proof 
which uses the existence of enough injectives in the category of R-modules. 
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Let P be projective and B >+ A. We must prove that P @B >+ P @ A. 
Let Q be any injective. Then X---f Horn (X, Q) is an exact functor, hence so is 
X + Horn (P, Horn (X, Q)) = Horn (PO X, Q) 
since P is projective. Consequently, 
Hom(P@A,Q)--++ Horn (P @B, Q). 
This plus the existence of an injection P @ B >------+ Q for some Q implies 
P@B >---+P@A. 
Remark 3. Bourbaki [I], p. 68, gives the following special case of Theo- 
rem 1: 
IfBandCarefreeandA=B@C,thenl\“B>+hA. 
This is Proposition 5.7, p. 68; the proof uses bases. However, Exercise 7, 
p. 74 gives a formula for the exterior power’s of a direct sum which includes 
the fact that A9 B >--+ A9 A for any modules B and A = B @ C. Since 
this latter fact is very immediate we include it for completeness. 
THEOREM 3. If A = B @ C, then 
indeed, A” B is a direct summand of A9 A. 
This follows because any functor preserves direct sums. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
We shall take up the question of conditions under which a module is 
regular p-alternate. We first note that this is not always the case. The only 
example in Bourbaki [I] is given in Exercise 6, p. 74 as follows. 
EXAMPLE 1. We take a field k of characteristic two, R = k[x, y, z], sub- 
jecttox2=y2=z2=0,A=Ru+Rv+Rwsubjecttoxu+yv+zw=0. 
Then Ker a in a2 A is larger than N. 
To see this, we consider the mapping on Xs A to R given by 
This is well defined. For if, for example, MU + /3v + p = 0, then a = 6x, 
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/3 = 6y, y = 6z and the determinant vanishes. It is alternating bilinear, 
hence defines an alternating linear mapping 
$:&A -R 
which must therefore send all of N to zero. Now +[xy(u @ w)] = xyz # 0, 
hence xy(u @ V) 4 A? But 
o=zwo2w=(xu+yo)@(xu+yw) 
=(~~o~)+(~~~~)+(y~~~)+(ye,oY~) 
= xy(y 0 w) + xy(w 0 u) = a(xyu 0 w). 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example R will be a domain of characteristic zero, 
namely R = Z[x, y, z], the polynomial ring in three variables over the rational 
integers. The module A is the maximal ideal (x, y, a) which, in order to 
avoid confusion in notation, we represent as 
A=Ru+Rw+Rw 
with the relations 
yw = 20, 22.4 = xw, xw =yu. 
On the one hand we have 
x(w 0 w) = y(u 0 w) = 2(u 0 w) = x(w 0 w); 
hence a[x(w 8 w)] = 0. 
On the other hand we set 
B = R/(x2, y2, 9, 2xyz), 
let h be the canonical mapping of R onto B, and define 
+‘:AXA-tB 
by 
fl fi fs 
d’(flU +feet +f& w +L?2w +g34 =A g1 .& g3 * 
I I YZ 22 v 
To see that this is well defined we observe that flu + f2w + f3w = 0 only if 
(fi 9fa 9f3) = Jh * (09 2, -Y) +h,+-G4Y) +h,*(Y, --x,0), 
which implies 
= 
-A b I 
2h - xh, -rh + xh, + *-- = 0. 
2x xy II 
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Clearly #J’ is an alternating bilinear mapping which defines a linear mapping 
#&A -B, 
which necessarily sends N to 0. But $[x(v @ w)] = h(xyz) # 0, as is easily 
verified. Hence Ker a > iV. 
Remark 1. The module A of this example has a finite free resolution 
O-R-R3 
OL B ‘R3-A-o Y 
with 
Y(f1 ,f!a Yf3) =f+ +fiv +f&4 
/wl 9 h, 3 4 = w, - xh, , Zhl - 4 ,xh, - Yhl), 
and or(k) = (xk, yk, zk). 
Remark 2. In this context the following problem naturally suggests 
itself. If a module A has a finite free resolution, does the same hold for 
@A and /\” A ? The answer is negative. It suffices to find R-modules 
B and C, each with a finite free resolution, such that B @ C does not have 
a finite free resolution and then set A = B @ C, since B @ C is a direct 
summand of both 0” A and Aa A. 
The following example (Kaplansky) supplies such B and C. Let (OL, /3) 
be an invertible but non-principal ideal in a domain R, for example 
(a, B) = (3, - 2 + m) in R =Z[2/-- 51. Then (OL, 8) does not have 
a finite free resolution (Bourbaki, Algbbre Commutative, Chapt. 7, p. 67, 
Cor. 2), hence neither does the R-module R/(cL, /3). Set B = R/(a), C = R/(p). 
Then B and C do have finite free resolutions, for example 
O-R-R-B-O, 
a 
and B @ C M R/(a, /I). 
EXAMPLE 3. We shall show here that a situation like that of Example 1 
with R a domain is impossible. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose R is a domain and the R-module A is defined by 
n > 2 generators, A = Ru, + -*a + Ru,, , and one relation, 
%% + --* + ag& =o. 
Thmkera=Non@A. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2, 0” A has generators ui @ ui with relations 
C DljUj Q Uj = 0, C OljUj Q Uj = 0. 
For i#j we set v~~=u~@z+-u~@u~, so that the n,j, the ui@uz, 
and the ui @ Uj (i < j) span @ A. The Vij satisfy the relations 
j5j CQVij = 0 (j = 1, 2,..., f2). 
We claim that these generate all relations. For suppose 
C BjjVjj = 0. 
i#j 
As a relation between the set of ui @ ui , this involves no ui 0 Ui . Also this 
relation must be a consequence of the relations defining 0” A. Suppose say 
that CQ # 0. Then a linear combination of the relations defining @A which 
eliminates u1 0 u1 must involve C oliui 0 ur and C aiur Q ui with coefficients 
y and - y because 01~ is not a zero divisor. Hence the contribution is 
Y C %%i * 
i>l 
On the other hand, if 01~ = 0 and say 01a # 0, the quantity ur 0 ua only 
enters one of the relations defining @A as does u2 @ u1 , so again these 
relations make their contributions with coefficients y and - y, etc. 
Having this we see that a tensor t = Ci<j PijuG @ Uj is in the kernel of a 
if and only if t E N. For if 
at = C flj.jVj* = 0, 
i<j 
then by what we have just seen, 
Now 
fijj = Ejhj - OZ.& (for suitable AI ,..., A, j, 
t = C (O$j - ajAjx,) (Uj Q Uj)* 
i<j 
hence 
C OLjUj Q Uj ES - C 0$Ui Q Uj (mod N); 
i<j i>j 
E - *zj Ctjhj(Uj Q Uj) - ,zj ~j&(% 0 %) 
(mod N) 
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Our next example go in another direction. One might ask if the conclusion 
of Theorem 1 is true only one of the modules A or B is free. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let R be a ring with zero divisors, say $2 = 0, (II # 0, p # 0. 
Let A be the module with three generators u, v, w and one relation v  = fiw. 
LetB=Ru+Rv<A.Then~(u~v)#Oin~\2B,but 
a(24 A v) = a(24 A pw> = a/3(24 A w) = 0 
in AZ A. Here A = Ru + Rw is free but B is not. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let S be any ring, R = S[X, ,..., xn], the polynomial ring 
over S in 71 > 1 variables, A = R and B = (x1 ,..., x,) an ideal in R. Then A 
is free, B is not free, 
i; B M S = A/B # 0, j;R=O. 
The situation with B free but A not free is discussed in Section 7 below. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let R be an algebra over a field k of characteristic greater 
than p. Then each R-module is regular p-alternate. For let us denote the 
canonical mapping of 0” A onto k A by n and consider 
P n 
A = APA 
Since a is an alternating mapping, a homomorphism b exists so 
that b o n = a. One easily has 
The relation b o n = a implies that Ker a = N = Kern if and only if b 
is injective. Since R is an algebra over a field of high characteristic, multi- 
plication byp! is injective on each R-module, hence b is injective, Ker a = N 
as asserted. (This method was suggested by Dr. 0. Pretzel.) 
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6. REGULAR ALTERNATE MODULES 
It is known that each free module is regular alternate (Bourbaki [I], 
Theorem 5.1, p. 62) and that each module with n generators is regular 
n-alternate ([I], Exercise 4, p. 74). We shall give a generalization of the first 
result below. For completeness we include a proof of the second one. 
THEOREM 5. Let A = Ru, + *** + Ru, . Then A is regular n-alternate. 
Proof. The mapping 
(C~j”j,C”juj,...,C~juj) -%l%s-“%&l~“‘A%,) 
is a well-defined multilinear mapping on fi A + k A, hence defines a 
homomorphism 
#+A- ;i A 
such that 
$(U~ @ *‘* @ 24,) = 241 A *-* AU, 
#4,@ *a- 6 Ui,) = 0 for (i1 ,..., iJ # (1, 2 ,..., n). 
Suppose t E 0” A. Then for some constant /I, 
t ZIG /3Ul 0 -** 0 24, (mod N). 
If t E Ker a, then 
pa(ul 0 --- 0 un) = 0, @j[a(u, 0 *** 6 uJ] = 0, 
@l A ***AU,) =o, 
hence t E N, Ker a = N. 
We now pass to one of the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 6. Let A = B @ C where B and C are regular q-alternate for 
q = 1,2 ,..., p. Then A is regular p-alternate. 
Proof. According to the way in which the tensor product goes through 




where the latter sum is taken over tensor products in all possible orders of 
q factors B and p - q factors C. The antisymmetrization operator a on 
@‘A leaves each A, invariant, hence Ker a is the sum of the kernels of a 
restricted to the various A,; we need only consider one of these. 
To do this effectively, we let 
9- = 9* x Y,-, 
be the subgroup of 9?? which leaves the sets (1, 2 ,..., q} and {q + l,..., p} 
invariant. We write down the coset decomposition 
Y=~~=u,~uuaz~u~~~ua,~, a, = L. 




We seek the kernel of a. Our first step is to note that the elements of D 
represent A, modulo N. For if t E D, then 
qt ez E,J = & t (mod N). 
Now suppose t E D and at = 0. The formula above for a shows us that 
since each ai sends D to another one of the direct summands which make up 
A l7* 
Now each h E T has a unique representation h = pv where p is a permuta- 
tion of (1, 2,..., q} and v  is a permutation of {q + l,...,p}. This means that 
where b is the antisymmetrization operator on 0” B and c is that on @‘-a C. 
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By hypothesis, 
P-P 
0--N2- l @C 
are exact (with the obvious meaning for Nr and NJ. By Proposition 1.6, p. 8, 
of Bourbaki [I], the kernel of b @ c is submodule of D generated by the 
canonical images of Nr @ (@P-Q C) and (@B) @ Ns , evidently part of N, 
hence Ker a = N. 
If  A = Ru is a cyclic module, then A” A = 0 for each p > 2, hence A 
is regular alternate. This implies the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. If A is the direct sum of cyclic R modules, then A is a regular 
alternate module. 
Since each finitely generated module over a principal ideal domain is such 
a direct sum of cyclic modules, hence regular alternate, Lemma 1 gives us 
the following. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is a principal ideal domain, then each R module is 
regular alternate. 
COROLLARY 3. If R is a Dedekind domain, then each R module is regular 
alternate. 
Proof. Let A be an R-module so that N < Ker a < @A. Let P be 
any prime ideal in R and localize at P. We have 
Np is the corresponding submodule of @r A,, the kernel of 
and (Ker a)P = Ker ap where ap denotes the antisymmetrization operator on 
@’ AP . Since RP is a principal ideal domain we have Np = Ker a*. Thus N 
is a submodule of Ker a, N < Ker a, and for each prime ideal P, the locali- 
zations Np and (Ker a)P coincide. Over a Dedekind domain this implies 
equality, N = Ker a. 
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COROLLARY 4. Each free module is regular alternate. 
We now consider a converse to the last theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Each direct summand of a regular p-alternate module is 
regular p-alternate. 
Proof. Suppose A = B @ C is regular p-alternate and let 4 : B z-+ A 
denote the natural injection. The commutativity of the first of the diagrams 
below implies that of the second: 
Also the diagram 
is commutative. Suppose t E 0” B and at = 0. Then at’ = 0 where 
t’ = (@‘$) t. It follows that t’ EN = NA and so t’ --f 0 in the canonical 
mapping of @‘A ---c /\’ A. 
But 
is also commutative so we conclude that k + sends the images of t in k B 
to zero. Butk + is injective by Theorem 3, hence this image is 0, t E N = Nm 
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COROLLARY. Each projectiwe module is regular alternate. 
This follows from Corollary 3, Theorem 6 and the characterization of 
projectives as direct summands of free modules. With this we can extend 
Theorem 1 somewhat. 
THEOREM 8. Let A and B be&t modules with B regukzr p-alternate and Ict 
B’ 4 l A 
be an injection. Then the induced mapping 4, = A”+ is a&o an injection: 
In particular this applies if B is projective. 
The proof is essentially the same as that Theorem 7. By the assumed 
flatness and an induction argument we obtain 
As before we see that as is the restriction to @‘B of aA , hence 
Ker as = (Ker a,,) n 6 B. 
On the other hand, 
But Ns = Ker as since B is regular p-alternate, hence Ns = NA n @’ B 
and 
i B = [($ B]/NB >- [&Al/N, = i A. 
7. FREE SUBMODULES 
In Theorem 1 we showed that if A and B are free and B < A then A” B 
(resp. @a B) may be considered as a submodule of /\a A (resp. @a A). 
In Examples 4 and 5 of Section 5 we showed that this does not hold if we 
assume only that the larger module A is free, even when R is a domainThe 
situation in which we assume that the submodule B is free but assume nothing 
about A is considerably more subtle. 
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The first question is to what extend tensor powers can vanish. Obviously 
if A is a divisible torsion group (such as Q/Z or the infinite cyclic p-group) 
then A @ A = 0. However we have the following for R-modules. 
THEOREM 9. If A > B and A/B is cyclic (or more generally jkitely 
generated), then @’ A # 0. 
If the nonzero module A is finitely generated then @P A # 0. 
Proof. Evidently a finitely generated module A # 0 contains a submodule 
with cyclic quotient so the second statement follows from the first. To prove 
this, write A = B + Ru and let I = {CX E R : cxu E-B}, a proper ideal in R. 
We denote the canonical mapping of R onto R/I by h and see that 
~:(b,+ol,u)O...O(bp+ol,u)~)((CL1”’OLp) 
is a well defined mapping on @’ A to R/I such that #(u @ *** @I u) # 0. 
Hence @A # 0. 






Proof. Let K be the quotient field of R and set AK = K @.R A considered 
as a K space. Then BKw AK. (See Bourbaki [3], p. 89, Prop. 10.) 
Having this it follows that as K-spaces we have 
6~~~0~~. ; 
Thus the tensor products bil @ *** 0 hip are linearly independent over K 
when considered as elements of @’ AIY so a fortiori they are linearly inde- 
pendent elements of 0” A over R. The proof for A” is similar. 
THJIOREM 11. Let I3 be a free module with basis e, ,..., e, (n > 1) and let 
Then the mapping 4, = 0” + (resp. 4, = /\” 4 for p < n) does not vanish. 
Indeed, given any relation 
t*> C ~d&k) = 0 
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where 
H = (h, ,..., h,), eH=ehlQ-*-Qehp, 
(resp. H = (h, ,..., h,), h, < h, < *-* < h, , eH = eh, A eh2 A **- A e,J, 
then each coe@ient mE is nilpotent. 
Proof. The proofs for either functor are identical, we shall write out the 
tensor case only. 
Suppose we have a relation (*). By Lemma 1 of Section 1 we may assume A 
is finitely generated. By Lemma 2 the relation (*) is a consequence of a finite 
number of relations among the generators of A. This means that we may pass 
to a finitely generated subring R’ of R, a finitely generated RI-module A’ 
and the free R’-submodule B’ generated by e, ,..., e,, , still preserving the 
relation (*). 
The ring R’ is Noetherian being a homomorphic image of a Z polynomial 
ring. Let P’ be any prime ideal of R’ which is the annihilator of a non-zero 
element of R’. (It is standard that such P’ exist, e.g., an ideal of R’ which is 
maximal with respect to the property of being the annihilator of a nonzero 
element.) 
Then S = R’IP’ is a domain and we consider the S-modules A,, = A’/P’A’ 
and B, = B’/P’B’, noting that B, is a free S-module on n generators qO,..., e,O, 
the images of the ei modulo P’B’. The essential point of the proof is the 
observation that the natural S-homomorphism 
Bo- A0 
is injective. This is precisely the assertion 
P’B’ = (P’A’) n B’. 
Inclusion, left side in right side, is obvious. Conversely, suppose 
We have 
P’ = Annih (y), Fj=O, 
C piei = 0, yc+ = 0, OIi E P’, C aiei E P’B’. 
By Theorem 10 we have 
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This means that the assumed relation, C ol,e, = 0 in @’ A’, becomes trivial 
when reduced modulo P’, i.e., Q E P’. 
We have shown that the LX, lie in each prime ideal P’ of R’ which is an 
annihilator of an element. 
But the intersection of all such prime ideals is known to be a nilpotent ideal 
(see Bourbaki [-#I, p. 136, Cor. 2); hence each aH is nilpotent. 
Theorem 11 can probably be improved to give explicit bounds on the 
index of nilpotency. By calculations we have established the following results 
in this direction. 
(i) LetBbefi eeo ran oneandA=B+Ru. Then f k 
(Probably @a B + @‘A is also injective.) 
(ii) Let B be free with basis e, , es and let A = B + Ru. Suppose 
Then 
C &,e, @ e, = 0 in 6 A. 
6,, = a,, = 0, 61, + % = 0, fsf2 = 0. 
(iii) Let B be free with basis e, , e, and let A = Rt+ + -a- + Ru,,. Suppose 
6el A e2 = 0 in A A. 
Then S”+l = 0. 
(iv) Let B beflee of rank one with basis e and let 
A=B+Ru,+--+Ru,, 
where there is exactly one deJining relation cue + C &uj = 0. Suppose 
6e @ e = 0 in ABA. 
Then a2 = 0. 
It remains to show by example that the hypotheses of Theorem 11 do not 
necessarily imply that @‘B -+ @A is injective. Consider the polynomial 
ring 
R = Z[a, b, c, x, Y, s, u, wl, WI/A 
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where the ideal I is generated by all monomials of degree three and the fol- 
lowing forms of degree two: 
cY+bfJ -4-a ba + cm cx + law 
a(2 + w) b(z + w) 4% + 4 
4Y + 4 WY + 4 4Y + 0) 
a(x + 4 4% + u) 4% + 4. 
It may be verified that this ideal has the following property: if f EZ[U,..., wl 
and cf E I, then of, bf E I. What is more, 6 = ay + bu 4 I. 
Now let A = Re, + Re, + Re, with the one defining relation 
almel + hme2 + Clmeg = 0. 
The submodule B = Re, + Re, is a free module. (urm ,... denote the images 
of a,... in R; however we drop the subscript label by “abuse of notation” in 
the computation which follows.) We write e,, = e, @ e, and have 
ae, + beti + cew = 0, ueil + bei, + ceq = 0. 
We multiply the first three of these by x, y, a, respectively, and the other 
three by u, D, w respectively and add. This yields a relation C auei, = 0 where 
,,~,,,=(~)(x,y,z)+(~)(u,b,c)=(-% i i). 
Hence 
be, 0 e, - 6e, 0 e, = 0 in AC34 
and as a consequence 
26el he2 = 0 in i A. 
For an example where B is free of rank one, B >--c A, but @ B -+ @ A 
is not injective, we set 
R = Z[a, 8, Y, 4 CL, al, u2, 71, ra3/I, 
where I is generated by all monomials of degree three and 
PA + cw, 9 BP + a71 s 
Yh -I- cuI.2 9 YP + a72 s 
&l + 4, Y=l + I372 9 
B% +r17 YG72 + 4 
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The module is A = Re + Ru + Rv with the one defining relation 
ore + fir4 + ‘ye, = 0 (same “abuse of notation”). The point is 
~~(~,~,y)+(~)(p.4.us)=~ i i$ 
where 6 = a(A + p) # 0. Here B = Re is free and 
Se Q e =0 in ABA. 
Note added in proof. Professor Edward Davis asked for an example of 
commutative rings, R, A, B, with R < A, R < B, same unit elements, but 
r+r@lonR + A @B not injective. For this, let 
R = Z[a, b, c, d, u, v, r, s]/I, 
I = (all monom. deg. 3, bu + cs, av + dr, bv + ds), 
and with the usual abuse of notation, 
A = R[xl/(a + W, B = Rbl/(c + dy). 
Then (a + bx)(u + vy) + (c + dy)(r + sx) = au + c~, so 
au+m+OEA@B=R[x,y]/(a+bx,c+dy). 
One easily checks that au + CT # 0, and that b and d are non-zero divisors, 
hence R < A, R < B. 
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